The modifications described in this note are done using the ARC6RC1 installed on the Kebnekaise cluster in Umeå provided by the HPC2N [9] collaboration. Kebnekaise uses the SLURM [10] LRMS back-end and provides GPU resources through 80 NVIDIA Tesla K80 and and 20 NVIDIA Tesla V100 cards. The implementation is described in Section 2. A summary of all the modifications is provided in Appendix A and a complete set of diffs is provided in Appendix B.
Implementation
The SLURM back-end provides the sinfo command used to query the underlying system. Nodes with GPU cores are listed as a General Resource which can be accessed using the -o "%G" flag. The output of sinfo on Kebnekaise is $ sinfo -aho "%G" (null) gpu:k80ce:4,mps:no_consume:1,gpuexcl:no_consume:1 gpu:k80ce:8,mps:no_consume:1,gpuexcl:no_consume:1 gpu:v100:2,mps:no_consume:1,gpuexcl:no_consume:1 hbm:16G hbm:0 where the -a flag is used to list all partitions and -h to suppress the header. The goal is to build a pipeline to provide this information to the arcinfo command. SLURM specific information providers are implemented in the SLURMmod.pm module which is extended to call and parse the appropriate sinfo command through the slurm_read_gresinfo() routine. The array @sinfo_gresinfo is added to the $lrms_cluster table as shown in Listing 3 and 4. With the information lifted out of the SLURM specific module it can be accessed by other parts of the information system. The module ARC1ClusterInfo.pm is responsible for collecting information from the LRMS and converting it in into a format readable by the XML printer. Inside the ARC1ClusterInfo::collect subroutine the gathered General Resource information is appended to the Computing Manager Endpoints can be queried using the arcinfo command which reads the XML output and formats it into a human readable format. To make arcinfo aware of the General Resources information a new data member std::list<std::string> GeneralResources; is added to the Arc::ComputingManagerAttributes class as shown in Listing 7 and the stream operator is modified, as shown in Listing 8, to make the data printable. The data members are filled from the XML output inside the GLUE2::ParseExecutionTargets subroutine which is modified to parse the supplemented information in the XML tree as shown in Listing 9. The output from the arcinfo command now reads showing that the requested information is properly propagated through the pipeline.
To utilize the GPU cores a specialized Runtime Environment (RTE) has to be supplied to configure the job submission script. A minimal example is shown in Listing 1 where the environment variable joboption_nodeproperty_# is modified to append the option #SBATCH -gres=gpu:k80:1 to the SLURM job specification so that the requested GPU cores are allocated, in this example a single K80 card. A minimal job description in the XRSL [11] language is shown in Listing 2 where the new RTE is requested to access the GPU cores. The XRSL file is submitted with the arcsub command. & (jobName="MinimalGpuJob") (executable="some_executable") (runTimeEnvironment="ENV/KGPU") (inputFiles=("some_executable" "/path/to/some_executable")) (outputFiles=("/" "")) (wallTime="30") (stdout="std.out") (stderr="std.err") 
